ASHP Guidelines on Pharmacy Planning for Implementation of Computerized Provider-Order-Entry Systems in Hospitals and Health Systems

Purpose and Scope

The purpose of these guidelines is to provide guidance to pharmacists in hospitals and health systems on planning for, implementing, and enhancing safe computerized provider-order-entry (CPOE) systems. To date, most CPOE guidelines have concentrated on the functionality required of a CPOE system, despite the fact that most CPOE system implementations occur using commercial systems whose functionality is largely pre-determined. These guidelines are intended to help pharmacy directors, managers, informaticists, and project managers successfully engage in this type of CPOE system implementation. CPOE is commonly part of a larger health information technology (IT) plan or system implementation. Though many health care technologies impact patient care and pharmacy practice, this guideline will focus on CPOE only. This document is the first of a planned series of ASHP guidelines on CPOE and related technologies and addresses the planning phase of a health-system CPOE implementation, primarily focusing on acute care and associated ambulatory care clinics. The guideline will focus on using CPOE in the medication-use process, though it is important to realize that CPOE includes all orders for patient care (laboratory, nursing, respiratory, and others). Topics covered in these guidelines include:

- Developing an interdisciplinary planning and implementation team,
- Defining the vision, goals, and objectives of the CPOE system,
- Establishing essential metrics to measure the success of CPOE system implementation,
- Understanding current and future workflow in order to reengineer the medication-use process as part of CPOE system implementation,
- Planning for scope and depth of clinical decision support (CDS),
- Determining the functionality that ensures the safety of the CPOE system, and
- Educating and training health care providers to use the CPOE system.

Terms used in these guidelines are defined in the appended glossary. The recommendations presented in these guidelines can be used for strategic planning with the organization’s decision-makers, drafting contract provisions, prospectively comparing CPOE systems, and creating an implementation plan. These guidelines should be used in conjunction with other literature on the topic and information from prospective or selected CPOE vendors. Pharmacists should exercise professional judgment in assessing their health system’s needs regarding CPOE systems and in adapting these guidelines to meet those needs.

CPOE and the Electronic Health Record

In its 1999 report *To Err is Human*, the Institute of Medicine (IOM) shocked the nation with its estimate of deaths due to medical errors. Two large studies, one conducted in New York and the other in Utah and Colorado, revealed adverse events occurring in 2.9% and 3.7% of hospitalizations, respectively. Over half of these adverse events were judged to be preventable. Based on these studies, IOM estimated that 44,000–98,000 Americans die each year due to medical errors in hospitals. Many of these deaths are caused by medication errors or preventable adverse drug events (ADEs).

When it was recognized that errors resulting in preventable ADEs involved a wide range of drug classes and most commonly occurred at the prescribing stage, interest in CPOE systems grew. In a second report, *Crossing the Quality Chasm: A New Health System for the 21st Century*, the IOM called for IT, including CPOE, to take a central role in the redesign of the health care system to improve quality, increase efficiency, and reduce errors. In addition to IOM, organizations such as the Leapfrog Group and the National Quality Forum have pushed for hospitals to adopt CPOE. The American Recovery and Reinvestment Act of 2009 (Recovery Act) authorizes the Centers for Medicare and Medicaid Services (CMS) to provide reimbursement incentives for eligible professionals and hospitals who are successful in becoming “meaningful users” of certified electronic health record (EHR) technology. This law will likely increase the adoption of CPOE in hospitals and health systems.

CPOE has the potential to affect the ordering of all medications, laboratory tests, medical imaging, nursing orders, and more. Even a basic CPOE system can eliminate illegible and incomplete orders and facilitate efficient order processing through instantaneous transmission of orders to hospital departments such as pharmacy and laboratory. Additionally, CPOE integrated with a pharmacy information system and the electronic medication administration record (eMAR) can nearly eliminate transcription errors, resulting in another potential 6% decrease in ADEs. A homegrown CPOE system has been shown to decrease medication errors by 55–80%. There are many reports of improvements in physician practices and patient outcomes with health IT related to ordering, but in some reports it is difficult to distinguish whether the benefits were due to CPOE, CDS, the EHR, or a combination of all three. The synergy of the three of these will likely lead to the most significant improvements. Although there are many reported benefits to CPOE, there is a growing body of research pointing to new problems introduced by CPOE. These new problems are collectively known as e-iatrogenesis, which is defined as patient harm caused at least in part by the application of health IT. Though the systems themselves may contribute to these problems, design and implementation decisions play a role in the avoidance of these new errors.
More recently, attention has focused on the development of an integrated information system to support the coordination and integration of clinical and business processes. The terminology for such information systems is evolving, with *enterprise information system* sometimes used to describe the broader system that integrates clinical and business systems, and *EHR* used to describe the clinical information system, which may include a patient portal or the ability to link to a personal health record (PHR). CPOE must be viewed in the context of the EHR, which would integrate CPOE, CDS, and departmental information systems and make patient-specific clinical information available to providers.

The EHR is a longitudinal electronic record of patient health information generated by one or more encounters in any care delivery setting. It contains medical histories, medication histories, laboratory test results, diagnostic images, clinical documentation, progress notes, narrative summaries (such as operative reports or consultations), and other information related to patient encounters. EHRs provide the ability to manipulate, organize, and present data in ways that are clinically meaningful during the care planning, ordering, and care processes and allow broad clinician access to patient-specific clinical information, which is important to clinical quality and patient safety. When fully deployed within a facility through protected networks, the EHR serves as an information source and platform to coordinate patient care and communicate with the health care team. In addition, codified data can be used to trigger effective CDS as well as to provide data for continuous quality improvement.

For CPOE to be most useful it must be deployed as part of an EHR and not as a stand-alone module. CPOE is the process of health care providers entering orders and related information directly into the EHR. It places the provider at the center of patient care, allowing direct access and secure sharing of health information.

The EHR, including electronic clinician (e.g., physician, pharmacist, nurse) documentation with CPOE and CDS, is important to support the complex effort needed to improve hospital care. The integration of CPOE and CDS within an EHR can create a platform upon which to build and improve the delivery of health care today and in the future. Many organizations implement these in a stepwise fashion because of the enormous work effort and the significant workflow changes required. Although there is no single solution that fits every circumstance, the literature offers many examples for others to follow or avoid. Regardless of the vendor, organization size, or other factors that could potentially affect success, there are quite a number of implementation decisions that can increase the likelihood of a clinician-accepted CPOE installation that leads to quality and safety improvements.

**Planning for the Transition to CPOE**

A successful CPOE implementation starts with a well-organized, realistic plan. In planning for the transition to CPOE, initial tasks include assembling an interdisciplinary planning and implementation team; developing a vision, goals, and objectives for the CPOE system; establishing essential baseline and post-go-live metrics; mapping current physician, pharmacist, and nurse workflows as they relate to the medication-use process; defining the desired medication-use process; and planning for CDS. Project management and change management skills are vital for the conversion to CPOE. Because the enormous change in workflow will affect every clinician, standard project management and change management tools, such as a formal project charter, will help keep the implementation on track and manage expectations. Establishing a plan for communication is important from day 1.

**Assembling an Interdisciplinary Planning and Implementation Team**

The transition to CPOE is an immense cultural change that will affect every member of the health care team. No individual or department will be exempt from the impact of CPOE. Support for the project at the executive level is a prerequisite. Medical and administrative leadership/sponsorship are instrumental in the development of a clear vision for CPOE. An interdisciplinary team approach to planning and implementation is essential for a safe, well-designed, user-friendly, and successful CPOE system.

Physicians must be central players in the decision-making process, as prescriber buy-in and acceptance is crucial to CPOE success. Key departments (such as pharmacy, nursing, laboratory, radiology, admissions, dietary, and respiratory therapy) must dedicate resources and be involved in the initial effort, including workflow/process analysis and redesign, system analysis, integration between ancillary systems, review of organizational culture, and compliance with regulatory, legal, and reimbursement requirements.

The involvement of pharmacists in the development and implementation of CPOE is essential for several reasons. Pharmacists have the benefit of years of experience with electronic order entry systems. Pharmacists’ experience with human factors issues related to the interaction between human and computer is invaluable, even though pharmacy systems may differ from CPOE systems in significant ways. In addition, the medication-order-entry aspect of CPOE systems leads to the most significant increase in patient safety and is likely the most complex part of the system. The initial decision to purchase a completely integrated CPOE system or develop one that can interface with existing electronic systems (e.g., the pharmacy department’s information system) is an important one that would benefit from the pharmacist’s perspective. Although the number of successful implementations is increasing on a yearly basis, the complexity of the systems should not be underestimated.

Collaboration among health care staff and the IT department is critical to the selection, implementation, and maintenance of CPOE systems. Although a CPOE system cannot be developed and implemented without IT expertise, the CPOE system is intended to serve the best interests of patients and clinicians. Clinicians and IT staff do not always talk the same language, and differences of opinion are not uncommon. Though difficult at times, these groups must work together for success. IT understands the technical aspects, but physicians, nurses, and pharmacists are best suited to determine how the CPOE system can be implemented to best serve the interests of patients and clinicians.

**Recommendations for Team Structure.** The organization should carefully consider the structure of the interdisciplin-
ary implementation team, which should include physicians, nurses, pharmacists, IT staff, the chief medical information officer, and staff from all ancillary departments (e.g., laboratory services, respiratory therapy). In addition to front-line practitioners, patient safety and quality improvement staff can help immensely with some of the workflow and design decisions. CPOE systems by definition require ownership by the medical staff. Therefore, prescribers (mainly physicians) must be actively solicited for system requirements and be involved in key decisions. CPOE system design, including the content, the user interface, and the flow of CDS, will be influenced by the vendor’s product, but acceptance will ultimately reside with the medical staff.

The team structure for implementing CPOE must take into account the interests and expertise of the following types of individuals:

- **Clinical content experts.** Physicians, pharmacists, mid-level providers, nurses, and practitioners of other disciplines who have clinical knowledge and workflow experience that can help shape the CPOE system to be most useful in the local environment.
- **Medical record content experts.** Health care information management representatives who oversee the legal medical record.
- **Technical experts.** Typically, IT professionals who understand the capabilities of the system, write or configure the software, and test and troubleshoot problems.
- **Front-line users.** Physicians, nurses, pharmacists, and others who care for patients on a regular basis and who will understand the positive and negative implications of each proposal regarding CPOE. CPOE’s effects on nurses cannot be overstated. The workflow of incoming information completely changes with the implementation of CPOE. The unit secretary will no longer be the gatekeeper and notifier of new orders. The development of an electronic means to notify nurses of new orders must be considered and incorporated into the nursing workflow to enhance patient care.
- **Project managers.** Individuals responsible for overseeing the completion of project tasks and managing timelines and resources. There may be both a facility project manager and a project manager for the vendor or outside contractor.
- **Workflow analysts.** Team members responsible for analyzing the workflow and processes of patient care, from admission through the entire hospitalization (including transfers, surgeries, and procedures) to discharge.
- **Project sponsors.** Clinician champions and organization leaders who can, with frequent reports from the CPOE team, help overcome the many real and imagined barriers to the CPOE transition and keep the implementation on track.
- **Others.** Ancillary staff whose roles or responsibilities may change with the implementation of CPOE.

Representatives from each of these areas of expertise should work together regularly, in a variety of committees and work group formats. The team should report to a key organizational committee (e.g., the pharmacy and therapeutics [P&T] committee) as well as medical staff or other governance-related bodies. Communication with many formal committees is important as early as possible. The hospital should consider the merits of compensation for time spent away from clinical duties. The health system’s existing committee structure may be utilized as oversight authority for CPOE initiatives before, during, and after the system goes live. However, it is highly recommended to create small work groups consisting of physicians, administrators, pharmacists, nurses, and IT personnel to make and approve design decisions and form specific task groups as needed when policy or process issues arise. Quick and timely action will be required during the implementation phase to keep the project moving forward on schedule and in an organized and cohesive manner. This interdisciplinary group should refer matters of policy to existing policy-making committees (e.g., P&T committee, medication safety committee, executive committee, practice guidelines committee, leadership council). The interdisciplinary CPOE committee is not a policymaking committee, but rather a tool to provide structure to existing policies. Some organizations may find it necessary to keep this new formal committee for ongoing oversight of clinical information systems and CDS decision-making.

Pharmacists are needed to provide oversight of medication-use process development. Pharmacist involvement should begin in the initial CPOE planning stages and continue throughout all phases of CPOE development and optimization. The pharmacists that serve on the interdisciplinary team would ideally be relieved of clinical duties to the extent possible in order to commit much of their time to the complex project. Those pharmacists could remain in the pharmacy or be physically relocated to whatever space the interdisciplinary team is allocated. Any pharmacist chosen to serve on the team should be

- A team player,
- Well-respected within and outside the pharmacy department,
- A good communicator,
- Knowledgeable about all facets of the medication-use system, especially the thought process prescribers use to determine a treatment or treatment plan,
- Well-versed in the regulatory and legal requirements of medication management,
- Current on patient safety initiatives and issues, both external and internal to the health system,
- Detail-oriented, with sharp analytical skills,
- Open to new ideas,
- Very interested in informatics,
- Capable of handling stressful situations and limited time lines, and
- Able to differentiate the requirements of an ordering system from those of a dispensing system and translate those requirements for others.

**Outside Consultants.** External consultants may be used in a variety of roles, including evaluation and vendor selection as well as project management and post-implementation assessments. Use of outside consultants may be warranted if there are insufficient resources, lack of on-site knowledge of the vendor’s application, or a desire for a quicker implementation timeline. Consultants add a unique dimension to the team structure in that they have experienced how other hospitals have solved similar problems, can offer a variety of solutions based on their experience
from other facilities, and have a network of colleagues they can contact for advice. Having a consultant engaged early in the process can provide continuity to the development and implementation processes.

External consultants should work in conjunction with permanent members of the implementation team. It is important that the permanent members of the team know and understand how the system was designed, how its components fit together, and how each item was built by the consultants. Changes in one part of the system may have intended and unintended downstream effects. Modifications to the system are inevitable, and the on-site team must have the knowledge to understand and execute the necessary future changes. It is detrimental to have this knowledge leave with the consultant when the contract expires. Formal documentation and knowledge transfer meetings should be part of the consultant deliverables.

Allocating Resources. The resources required to manage the transition to a CPOE system will vary, based on a number of factors: the size and complexity of the institution, whether it is an academic or a community setting, types of patients served, current IT infrastructure, the scope of the CPOE project, commitment of implementation project team members, degree of system integration, and other circumstances. There are no general rules about the time, money, or number of employees required for such a transition. Vendors may perform an assessment to help determine the resources that will be required based on the institution’s circumstances.

The resources needed should be identified and approved before the project begins, and monitoring of ongoing resource needs and allocation will be necessary. Planning often focuses on capital expenses, underestimating the personnel required to build, test, maintain, improve, and train staff on the use of the system.29 Having these resources in place is critical to the success of an implementation. During planning and implementation, resource needs may vary, based on project activities. Following implementation, order sets and CDS are integral components of managing care, and the ongoing maintenance to keep the care components current and in line with practice requires ongoing resources. In addition, as the complexity of the system increases with enhancements and user requests, resources needed for ongoing management may increase. Understanding these needs before implementation can help in resource planning.

Developing a Vision for the CPOE System

A vision statement helps describe where the organization wants to be after CPOE implementation and helps define decision-making criteria and the framework for metrics. It is imperative that the CPOE vision align tightly with the vision of the organization as a whole. Large-scale projects should include a clear organizational vision, which might be as simple as increasing patient safety or improving provider access to information. Taking the time to develop these criteria will focus the team throughout the design and implementation processes, help the team communicate the rationale for the necessary change that front-line clinicians will have to make, and lay the groundwork for ongoing measurement.

CPOE is a vital component of the institution’s overall patient safety and IT development plans. It is important to establish from the beginning that CPOE is a clinical intervention and not an IT implementation. The implementation team should determine whether there are other issues that may influence CPOE implementation, such as new buildings or other system changes (e.g., pharmacy, bar-coding, or eMAR systems). The team should review and attempt to anticipate trends in regulation or best practices (e.g., from CMS, the Joint Commission, the Institute for Safe Medication Practices, or ASHP) and adopt practices from similar sites that have implemented CPOE. Finally, it should be remembered that CPOE is only one element of the hospital’s IT infrastructure. Care should be taken to integrate these disparate systems, with the end result of a complete EHR.

Pharmacy involvement in CPOE development and implementation will be related mainly to medication use within the health system. Pharmacists often have experience with entry of medication orders into a computer system. This experience can be used to help providers adapt to the changes that come with CPOE, but pharmacists should be aware of the differences between ordering medications and verifying and dispensing them. Financial goals, hospital infrastructure, integration, and regulatory compliance also play an important role in the development of a vision for CPOE.

Developing a vision for medication orders in a CPOE system can be divided into three main tasks: defining the goals and objectives for the CPOE system, mapping the current and desired medication-use processes, and determining CPOE system performance requirements to reach those goals. An organization’s physicians, nurses, pharmacists, other providers, and administrators can team up to prepare this vision. The vision might include describing how products should be named for easy identification or the configuration of special populations of orders. Consideration should also be given to how medication orders relate to other orders, laboratory test results, allergies, and other clinical information.

Defining Goals and Objectives for the CPOE System

Implementing CPOE is an immense cultural change that involves every part of an organization. After an overarching vision for the components of the CPOE system has been established, the implementation team should reach out to all areas of the institution to develop and explain the goals and objectives of the CPOE system. Widespread understanding and acceptance of these goals and objectives will facilitate development and implementation of the CPOE system. The central goals of a CPOE system typically include improving medication safety and the quality of health care processes.

Medication Safety. Improving the safety of the medication-ordering process should always be in the forefront of any design decision, programming modification, or enhancement to CPOE. The analysis of the existing medication-use process (see “Mapping the Current Medication-use Process” below) should identify any safety deficiencies that can be corrected with CPOE, as well as the strengths of the current processes. The addition of safety features to CPOE will be an ongoing endeavor, as acceptance of the system grows and clinicians realize how the system can improve their practices.

CPOE systems need to be monitored for unexpected safety failures. CPOE can introduce previously unknown safety failures through user interaction with the system, programming changes, or poor system design.26 To prevent
the introduction of new medication errors, careful analysis, review, and testing needs to be conducted with initial implementation and subsequent additions, modifications, and enhancements. Constant surveillance for errors and unanticipated outcomes is an ongoing necessity. This evaluation can also be used to develop the goals and objectives for implementation.

A major impetus behind CPOE is that the deployment of a well-designed CPOE system with effective CDS can reduce medication errors and ADEs. A systematic review of the effects of CPOE with CDS on medication errors and ADEs supports the successful use of CPOE in health care facilities. Many hospitals will implement CPOE to improve patient care, while focusing less on research that explores its impact. Nevertheless, internal systems for tracking medication errors and ADEs should be continually used to assess the impact of CPOE. CPOE could potentially

- Reduce some forms of ADEs or medication errors,
- Qualitatively change some forms of ADEs or medication errors (e.g., an error of omission may become a wrong-time error), and
- Introduce new types of ADEs or medication errors (e.g., a physician may select the wrong drug or wrong patient from a list appearing on the computer screen or inappropriately select a default dose).

**Quality of Health Care Processes.** In addition to improving medication safety, the goals of CPOE implementation may include such things as decreasing drug or laboratory costs, reducing the time required for pharmacist medication order review, improving data collection, or increasing communication among health care team members. If efficiencies from the direct entry of medication orders by the physician result in time savings in the pharmacy, the pharmacy department could potentially direct more pharmacist resources to patient interaction or areas such as pharmacotherapy consultation, pharmacokinetics, anticoagulation monitoring, drug regimen review, antibiotic streamlining, or intravenous-tooral (i.v.-to-p.o.) conversions. Such goals will be different for every organization, but it is important to establish them during the planning phase of the project. The transition to CPOE represents a major paradigm shift for most organizations. The organized, goal-oriented institution will benefit from creating concise, measurable goals and objectives.

**Establishing Baseline Data**

In conjunction with the analysis of the current medication-use process, the interdisciplinary team should develop a clear and complete understanding of the institution’s current medication safety data (e.g., medication errors, ADEs) as well as the resources devoted to the manual medication order system. It is important to track data for at least three months in advance of implementation to assemble adequate baseline data. These data can then be compared with data from the CPOE system at designated intervals. Data should be tracked over time to assess the impact of the CPOE on the medication-use process. This information can help identify workflow bottlenecks or discrepancies in the CPOE system, providing opportunities for improvement. Examples of data that may change with the implementation of CPOE and CDS include errors related to known drug allergies, ADEs related to drug–drug interactions, prescribing errors related to drug dose, and drugs withheld due to contraindications identified via CDS.

**Establishing Post-Go-Live Metrics**

Implementation metrics can be used to help measure achievement of organizational goals. Comparing baseline and post-go-live measures can identify which areas have improved and which need further review. Metrics are quantitative, measurable parameters, and may include

- Order entry time (e.g., average time it takes a provider to enter an order),
- Compliance with established evidence-based order sets,
- Number of entered orders,
- Missing doses,
- Pharmacist interventions related to order entry problems,
- Changes to scheduled administration times in the system,
- First dose medication administration turnaround time,
- Assess possible financial indicators of success,
- Frequency of provider contact (e.g., pages for questions or errors on order entry), and
- Documented medication errors.

When reporting these data, the hospital should be careful not to overstate the impact of the CPOE system on patient outcomes. The measures listed above are process measures, not outcome measures. For example, although the CPOE system may have flagged a patient allergy and prevented administration of the medication, it is possible that even without the CPOE system the pharmacist or nurse would have identified the allergy and intervened before the drug was administered.

It is important to identify and report new errors or ADEs introduced by the CPOE system. The hospital should actively engage clinicians at all levels in open dialogue and reporting of such issues. These reports should be used to make rapid changes in the design of the system in the spirit of continuous quality improvement.

**Describing the Current Medication-Use Process And System Design**

To ensure that the integrity, safety, and efficiency of the entire current medication process are maintained, if not enhanced, it is important to perform a complete analysis of the current medication-use process. This analysis should include the interdisciplinary workflows associated with medication use for multiple types of medications. The output can be represented in a variety of ways, including flow charts, narrative scenarios, analyzed issue/problem reports, and comparisons of current practices to known best practices.

The analysis of the current medication-use process should consider a variety of medication order types, based on frequency of use or potential impact on patient safety, in all different process settings (e.g., acute care, critical care, emergency department), procedural areas (e.g., diagnostic imaging), and patient populations (e.g., pediatric, geriatric, adult). The project team should consider a representa-
tive group of orders that includes the basic types of orders prescribers typically write. How orders are currently entered into the system may not necessarily be intuitive to a physician. Most importantly, the project team should consider how the prescriber currently orders medications and what would make the most sense to the prescriber when ordering electronically. CPOE systems should be designed from the prescribers’ perspective, with an eye on how orders flow over the course of their existence, to encompass all facets of medication use, ensuring the process is complete from medication reconciliation through ordering, renewing, and discontinuing. Complex medication orders and/or protocols may need special attention because of current technology limitations or workflow differences. The types of medication orders that should be reviewed and included in the design, as well as the processes across which they should be considered, are listed in Figure 1.

The description of the current medication-use process should be developed from a number of sources: observation, paper order sets, discussion with clinicians, and the knowledge of those who have worked on the organization’s previous process-improvement efforts. This process is an opportunity to engage staff pharmacists who service various areas of the organization. Pharmacists often have a broad view of the medication-use process, seeing it from end to end, both receiving orders from physicians and helping address complex administration scheduling issues. The project team should strive to understand the current state of the medication-use process in terms of the components listed in Table 1, which also lists the form best used to represent the component.

Figure 1. Types of medication orders and processes that should be reviewed and included in CPOE design.

### Medication Order Types

- Oral solids
- Oral liquids
- Topicals
- High-risk medications (e.g., anticoagulants, heparin, insulin, or potassium chloride)
- Compounded medications, such as triple mix or acetazolamide suspension (e.g., oral swish-and-swallow or dermatological preparations made in the pharmacy)
- Combination products (e.g., hydrocodone-acetaminophen, multi-drug inhalers)
- Combination doses
- Respiratory therapy
- Total parenteral nutrition
- I.V. medications
  - Piggy-back I.V.’s
  - Continuous infusion medications and titrations
- Flushes
- Medical staff protocols that include medications
- Automated dispensing device overrides
- Irrigations
- Immunizations
- Patient-controlled analgesia, including epidural analgesia
- Sliding scale insulin and heparin
- Chemotherapy standard and non-standard protocols
- Conditional orders
- Hemodialysis, peritoneal dialysis, and continuous renal replacement solutions
- Investigational medications
- Herbal medications
- Ophthalmic or otic medications
- Injectable medications (e.g., i.v. push, i.m.)
- Medications used in operative and procedural areas
- Linked or interdependent orders
- Medications used for diagnostic imaging

### Medication Order Processes

- Ordering (physician or other clinician)
- Electronic signature, signing of verbal orders
- Medication reconciliation
- Preparation and labeling
- Medication order review
- Dispensing and distribution (including interface to automated dispensing devices)
- Administration and documentation
- Medication schedule changes
- Holding orders
- Code medications
- On-call to operating room or procedures
- Future orders
- Negative orders (e.g., do not give aspirin)
- Charging
- Transfer orders

### Developing the Future Medication-Use Process and System Design

Once the current state of the medication-use process is well understood, one or more instances of the future state (depending on the plan for phasing in the CPOE system) can be designed. This future state should be designed to meet or exceed the current levels of service and other important designated metrics and priorities (e.g. patient safety, first-dose delivery time) and address any desired improvements.

The CPOE system should be designed to support the hospital’s ideal medication-use process as much as is possible. The system should be configured to support clinicians and promote improved patient care processes, rather than compromising these processes to accommodate system functionality. It will likely be necessary (and desirable) to change many of the key work processes to ensure that benefits (such as improved medication safety) are achieved. A description of the ideal medication-use process is beyond the scope of these guidelines, but key steps in a typical medication-use process are outlined in Figure 2.

A successful CPOE design is a combination of process, information systems, and supporting technologies that work together to allow the desired improvements to occur. Figures 3-6 list some of the process and technology enhancements that should be considered for incorporation into the new process/technology/system design.

The desired benefits of the CPOE implementation should be clearly identified, and the process and system design should make those benefits possible. The design should include the practices, work processes, and techno-
logical components in an integrated fashion. General process design principles are listed in Figure 7.

The future state design should be an interdisciplinary effort that considers the entire medication-use process, even though parts of the process may not change or may not change much with CPOE implementation. It is important to maintain the continuity and integrity of the process by making sure that the design of the component activities is compatible and completely accounts for manual or previously automated processes.

The draft future state design is typically done with a small interdisciplinary group of clinicians (the “core team”) who understand the current process and the capabilities and limitations of the CPOE system. This group should consist of clinicians who order (physicians, nurse practitioners, and pharmacists), dispense (pharmacists and pharmacy technicians), and administer (nurses and physicians) medications. This core team should have dedicated time for the project, or at least be relieved of their regular staff schedules for the time spent working on the project. The charge of this group is to weave into the system design the following factors:

- Existing work processes and systems,
- Best practices,
- New systems, with consideration for their capabilities and limitations,
- Physical limitations (e.g., space, facility issues, staffing limitations),
- Political issues (e.g., organizational priorities, limited physician cooperation or interest in CPOE),
- Desired benefits and performance improvements, and
- Compliance with regulatory, legal, and reimbursement requirements.

This redesign typically starts with a high-level process flow diagram that describes the activities performed by each member in the medication-use process, coupled with demonstrations of the system capabilities and flow. Through successive iterations, the workflow and system design is brought into increasing levels of detail and expanded to address the factors listed above.34 Once the core team is satisfied with the design, practicing clinicians can be brought in to validate and improve the design. The clinicians involved in these process redesign sessions should be experienced and practicing clinicians who understand the current process and will likely find the potential issues with the new processes. These process redesign sessions should be as practically focused as possible and should demonstrate prototypes of orders and output from the system. They should provide a forum to discuss what to do and how it will be done. The redesign will likely take at least three or four sessions to cover the necessary detail of all the affected processes. The information gathered from these sessions can then be used to complete the process and system design and build the policy and procedure and training documents.

**Failure Mode and Effects Analysis.** A safety analysis of the future state design should be done prior to implementation to identify unintended or unidentified consequences.41 Failure mode and effects analysis (FMEA) is a useful tool to prospectively evaluate the potential risks associated with the new process and identify inconsistencies or omissions that may have the unwanted effect of increasing risk to patient safety rather than reducing it.41-44

**Other Design Considerations.** It should be determined whether there are required elements at provider order entry in order for the pharmacy to verify orders (e.g., patient allergies, weight). Integrated systems start to break down the silos in which physicians, nurses, and pharmacists sometimes practice. There should be one shared field for allergy and weight documentation, so any expected workflow changes need to be discussed prior to implementation. Though it is the right thing to do, this standardization often uncovers workflow issues that were previously hidden in the paper process. The current process for handling allergy conflicts or drug interactions should be examined and it should be determined how users will handle an alert in a critical or time-dependent area, such as the emergency room. It should also be determined whether there is a need for an additional set of elements for order processing (e.g., laboratory or other results).

**Medication Use within the Context of CPOE and the EHR.** Whether your organization implements CPOE alone or along with other parts of the EHR (such as the eMAR), other parts of the medication-use process will be affected. To meet the long-term goal of a complete EHR, all medication orders should be included in CPOE. Having disparate ordering systems (i.e., manual and electronic systems) causes confusion, creates additional work for health care professionals, and presents risks to patient safety. The hospital
must recognize that CPOE may increase the amount of time the medical staff spends on prescribing medications. Therefore, there must be considerable dialogue with the medical staff about their role in the overall medication-use process. It is important that they understand that CPOE is an effective way for them to communicate their orders and improve the timeliness, accuracy, and safety of patient care and that efficiency should improve over time.

**Figure 2.** Medication-use process model. Reprinted, with permission, from reference 32. Copyright, VHA, Inc. 2001.
Figure 3. Potential process and technology interventions in order writing and submission to improve medication safety. Reprinted, with permission, from reference 32. Copyright VHA, Inc. 2001.

Ordering: Order Writing and Submission

Process Interventions
- Establish standards for abbreviations
- Establish policies that do not accept incomplete or vague orders such as “continue previous medications”
- Establish standard protocols for drug dosing and administration
- Develop standard order sets to include drug order, time associated tests, and associated medicines
- Educate staff on back-up procedures for system down time
- Establish policies for routine review and updating of current orders
- Monitor the bypass of rules and alerts to complete order
- Do not dispense drug prior to written order or verbal order verification unless critical
- Minimize verbal order use

Technology Interventions
- Implement tools to guide the user:
  - Order entry (CPOE) with standard order sets and protocols
  - Mandatory fields to complete an order
  - Rules-based ordering to include dose adjustment, interaction checking, and accompanying orders
- Provide formulary selections
- Provide mobile charting devices to allow for ordering at the point of care
- Adequate back-up procedures for system down
- Updated Mar generated by CPOE or pharmacy system on routine basis (minimum every 24 hours)
- Automated reminders or alerts for changes in patient status
- Automated dispensing units do not dispense drug prior to order verification unless a critical medication

Figure 4. Potential process and technology interventions in medication history-taking and medication reconciliation to improve medication safety. Reprinted, with permission, from reference 32. Copyright VHA, Inc. 2001.

Medication History-Taking and Medication Reconciliation

Process Interventions
- Establish procedures for obtaining admission history
- Establish minimum data set to include medications, diagnoses, height, weight, and allergies
- Establish accountability for obtaining minimum data set
- Use standardized templates
- Multi-disciplinary clinical documentation
- Instruct patient/family on need to bring all current medications with them, including over-the-counter medications
- Select and identify “record of truth”
- Establish communication links with primary and extended care providers to support transitions in level of care
- Replace free text with checklists when appropriate
- Establish standard abbreviations for medication recording
- Provide wallet cards or other forms to prompt patients to bring complete home medication information

Technology Interventions
- Implement tools to guide the user:
  - Clinical documentation with templates and checklists
  - Prompts for required fields to include minimum data set
  - Flags to highlight changes in minimum data set from previous data
- Improve access to patient record through implementation of computer-based patient record/clinical data repository
- Establish communication links with primary and extended care providers to support transitions in level of care
- Provide mobile charting devices to allow for documentation at the point of care
- Structured for computer-based clinical documentation
- Technology adherence to standards

Figure 5. Potential process and technology interventions in pharmacy evaluation of orders to improve medication safety. Reprinted, with permission, from reference 32. Copyright VHA, Inc. 2001.

Pharmacy Evaluation of Orders

Process Interventions
- Establish standards for abbreviations
- Establish policies that do not accept incomplete or vague orders such as “continue previous medications”
- Develop standard order sets to include drug order, associated tests and associated medications
- Provide routine staff education on common causes of error
- Do not dispense drug prior to order evaluation unless critical
- Establish procedures for evaluation of orders and when to clarify
- Establish procedures for pharmacy dosing
- Develop procedures for escalating an order that is on hold for clarification

Technology Interventions
- Adequate back-up procedures for system downtime
- Minimize system downtime
- Automated reminders or alerts for patient changes in status
- Pharmacy alerts and reminders based on change in lab value, drug-to-drug interaction, dose-checking, drug-to-diagnosis, drug-to-allergy checking
- Targeted alerts that vary by individual receiving them to reduce alert fatigue
- Ability to view online clinical information to include: lab values, clinical documentation and orders
- Interfaces to auto-populate pharmacy system with ADT, laboratory, clinical documentation
- Access to drug knowledge base
Computers (both wired and wireless) should be available in sufficient quantities so that no clinician has to wait to use one. It is critical that the technologies used for stationary and mobile computing be matched to the anticipated workflow. It is likely that stationary computers, handheld devices (e.g., personal digital assistants), and tablet and cart-mounted computers will all be needed for some part of medication ordering for various users. If they are not part of an integrated system, the CPOE, eMAR, and pharmacy information systems should be available on the same computer to facilitate switching between systems. Any other technologies that are used by providers (e.g., voice recognition) should not only be on the same computer but ideally available from these devices as well. Users should be able to easily switch between different applications if needed, and clinical data should freely flow between applications so that the pharmacist and other providers have real-time access to the same information.

Planning for CDS

CPOE is an important part of an organization’s plan for improved safety and quality. The addition of CDS to the EHR and CPOE is essential for the prevention of adverse events and improvement in patient outcomes. A full discussion of CDS is beyond the scope of this document. ASHP plans to cover the topic in future guidelines. The purpose of this section is to provide an overview of CDS that will allow incorporation of CDS to be addressed in planning.

CDS can be defined as providing the appropriate clinicians with clinical knowledge and/or patient information intelligently filtered and presented at appropriate times to enhance patient care. CDS has many intervention types, including but not limited to the following:

- Documentation forms/templates (structured guidance, required or restricted fields, checklists),
- Relevant data presentation (optimize decision making by ensuring all pertinent data are considered),
- Order/prescription creation facilitators (pick-lists, pre-completed order sentences and order sets),
- Protocol/pathway support (multistep care plans, link to evidence or protocol, pertinent reference information or institution-specific best practice guidance).
Design Considerations

How do orders post to the MAR, and what is the relationship between the MAR and intake/output flowsheets?
Are there other documentation flowsheets that are also used or needed (e.g., patient-controlled anesthesia, continuous renal replacement therapy)?
When do orders need to be approved by pharmacy before a nurse can chart or administer the first dose of the medication?
Can nursing staff easily tell when the order has been verified by pharmacy?
Is there a mechanism to have critically needed orders available on the eMAR before pharmacist review?
What medication information is displayed to the nurse for administration (i.e., both brand and generic names)?
How are orders sorted on the MAR (e.g., are as-needed orders separated from scheduled orders)?
Are administration instructions and notes required (e.g., do not administer oral ciprofloxacin with Maalox)? Will they be supplied from the CPOE system or from the pharmacy system?
Are nondrug items needed on the MAR (e.g., wet to dry dressings)? If so, how will these items be entered (i.e., are these orders that pharmacy must review and approve)? Can some type of treatment administration record be created for these items?
Is there a chart on removal from an automated dispensing cabinet or are auto-charting functions in use?
How will the health system develop a bar-coding system for medication administration?
Override rates of alerts by both pharmacists and providers to better set sensitivities for the warning.
Order verification times by pharmacists to determine turn-around times for different priorities of medication ordering.
Compliance to clinical practice guidelines and order sets.
If integration of the CPOE system is available with automated dispensing devices, then monitoring for overrides would be warranted.
Monitoring free-text orderables in the system, to better address the provider's needs and provide guidance for appropriate formulary build.
Does the software provide the ability to designate a medication and document “First Dose Effectiveness”?
How are enteral nutritional supplements and tube feeding supplements documented, ordered, etc?
Does the software provide “Query Tools”?
Will provider, pharmacist, nursing software “Hand Off” IT tools be needed?
Does the software handle “Look-A-Like, Sound-A-Like” medications and due to this aspect should generate medication nomenclature be utilized exclusively?
Does the software provide the functionality for “after hours” entry and how will the review be completed if pharmacy service is closed?
How will MAR/eMAR handle multi-component medication orders?
How will MAR/eMAR process fractional doses of medication package forms?
How will reporting needs be developed and integrated into the system for users? When?
How are co-signatures or verbal order sign-offs obtained?

- Alerts and reminders (drug–drug interactions, therapeutic duplication, drug–disease, allergy alerts, and others), and
- Automated ADE detection based on patient symptoms, labs, diagnostic results, and patient notes.

Because CDS has such a broad definition, the line between CDS and CPOE is not always clear. Basic forms of CDS, such as fully defined order sentences and order sets, are an important aspect of CPOE and can decrease errors while enhancing clinician acceptance of the system.27,28 This type of basic CDS encourages clinicians to make proper choices initially rather than alerting them to potentially problematic choices after the fact and is an essential part of any CPOE implementation.

An organization must recognize that to realize the benefits of CDS, the CPOE system must be accepted by clinicians and used effectively. Poor design or too many alerts could lead to system rejection or, even worse, unanticipated outcomes such as increased errors or adverse events.25,26,50-53 Some CDS, including checks for allergies, drug–drug interactions, drug duplications, and dose ranges, are typically delivered via an interruptive alert to the user or displayed as a passive warning on an order entry screen. Such CDS should be considered before CPOE implementation, but designers should keep in mind that a high number of interruptive alerts may cause clinicians to ignore alerts altogether and may even threaten clinician acceptance of CPOE. The way alerts are prioritized and presented to the user may be as important as which alerts are presented. Alerts for very serious clinical situations may be ignored when lost in a sea of less important ones.54 Some vendor systems allow clients to change severity levels or even disable some alerts in an effort to bring alert interruptions to a better signal-to-noise ratio and thus decrease the potential for alert fatigue, particularly for physician recipients.70-52 Ideally, there needs to be an alternative mechanism to provide CDS feedback to prescribers that is not intrusive but still allows the prescriber to know that there may be issues with an order. If ignored, these alerts can be acted upon by the pharmacist.

The strategy for prioritization of CDS should be defined as early as possible, and pharmacists should take a leading role in all medication-related CDS. It is likely that organizations will be eager to implement CDS along with CPOE. Pharmacists should ensure that the CPOE system is implemented with basic CDS, such as order sets and sentences, while using appropriate caution when implementing alerts.27 Although vendor systems are continuously improving and may allow tiering of alerts, there is typically a significant amount of work necessary to vet any changes and carry out the technical work involved in the customization. The combination of pharmacists’ clinical knowledge of drugs and their experience with the interruptive alerts that have been present in pharmacy information systems for
years provide pharmacists with a unique understanding of the many implications of implementing medication-related CDS. Pharmacists should work with medical leadership, either through the P&T, informatics, or another interdisciplinary committee, to decide how and when medication-related CDS will be added to CPOE. Pharmacists are well positioned to formulate local evidence criteria, collect information on medication therapy outcomes, and to bring together institutional health providers for the purpose of setting priorities and targeted outcomes where select IT interventions are made. The design, implementation, and optimization of CDS is an exciting area of opportunity for pharmacists now and in the years to come.

**Elements of a Safe CPOE System**

**Minimum Features and Functions.** The implementation group and key stakeholders should consider what features and functions of the CPOE system are desired both now and in the future. Starting with a pilot group of users allows experience with the system to build and permits users to work through some process issues before system usage is widespread. Any pilot should be brief, with plans for a roll-out shortly after addressing the major discoveries. A highly sophisticated system may take so long to develop that interest is lost, or it may be too sophisticated or rigid in its initial application to be well accepted.

An important consideration during CPOE implementation is the determination of which functionalities are required for go-live. CPOE will always be a work in progress, and there will be opportunities for modifications and enhancements. At a minimum, the project team should evaluate all existing manual medication ordering processes, including such complex orders as epidurals, patient-controlled analgesia, weight-based dosing, lab-result-dependent dosing, tapering medication doses, total parenteral nutrition, and chemotherapy, along with critical patient safety functionality driven from known internal or external sentinel events. An agreed-upon list of basic functionality should be established in order to ensure a timely yet successful go-live. If some complex or high-risk medication orders will be left on paper at the initial go-live (e.g., chemotherapy), be sure this is well communicated during training. As well, this principle applies to other identified yet unresolved design topics. The project team will need to re-visit these topics for completion in the post-go-live period.

**General Features and Functions.** The user interface is often a problematic aspect of CPOE. Users have been reported to enter orders for the wrong patient or to select the wrong item (or wrong feature of an order) unintentionally because they did not use selection lists properly or because it is very easy to select the wrong item from a drop-down list. The CPOE user interface should incorporate appropriate human-factors engineering to avoid risk-prone workflows and controls (e.g., memorized mnemonic codes or function keys, long selection lists) that may produce order-entry errors. The order entry functionality should be independent of patient setting (e.g., inpatient, outpatient), and users should be able to combine data (e.g., order history) from all settings without a need for independent searches or screen selections. The system should include an online help function for system navigation and provide notification if another user modifies the patient record while an order session is ongoing, without losing the session. All displays should contain the patient name, patient location, user name, and function in consistent screen locations. The system should support third-party data entry for prescribers by simultaneous display of the same session in multiple locations and default fields where possible or helpful. The CPOE system should permit user definition of data elements and fields that can be attached to any portion of the database. The system should permit user-friendly, error-free medication order processing by providing the functionalities for the CPOE interface and order processing listed in Figure 9.

**Levels of Access.** The team will need to determine the levels of access or security permitted to staff throughout the hospital. The team may find it easier to begin with the current level of privileges for existing systems.

In general, pharmacists require a high level of access (full access to medication orders, and in some cases the ability place lab orders) because they cover multiple areas; place, alter, or discontinue orders; and may practice under protocols that require monitoring of laboratory test results. There may be different levels of access within the pharmacy department (e.g., actions by a pharmacy student, intern, or resident may need to be reviewed by a senior pharmacist; pharmacy technicians may require different levels of access, depending on duties). Staff may also need off-site or alternative site access.

In addition to pharmacy personnel access, the design team will need to determine levels of access for other staff members. This should include all categories of physicians that practice at the site (e.g., attendings, specialists, consultants, community clinicians with privileges, residents or other trainees, fellows, and medical students). The medical staff office, medical staff executive committees, or P&T committees may be able to make recommendations for appropriate access based on existing policies. Nursing will need to consider similar access issues and ensure compliance with provider practice acts. Ideally, these issues are addressed by existing policies that will only need to be reviewed and implemented. Other ancillary staff will need to be granted access, depending on their need for information and orders that will be built within CPOE and routed to the appropriate department for action.

**User Levels and Co-Signatures.** The CPOE system should permit restriction of medication orders by user type, individual order, or class of order. Each medication order should indicate the name and user level of the ordering party. The CPOE system should support the entry of unverified orders and the editing and verification of unverified orders, and this function should be role-based and restricted. The system should also support the creation of reminders or inbox messages for orders that require a co-signature. The pending prescriber co-signature name should default into the field from service, team, or coverage schedules, and there should be an option to override the name. The system should provide the ability to require that all orders be countersigned prior to placing a discharge order if the organization wishes to implement this.

**Medication Order Status.** Considerations regarding medication order status include the following:
Figure 9. Functionalities for CPOE interface and order processing.

**CPOE Interface**
- Multiple active sessions on one display (i.e., ability to put a current order session on hold and review other information, then return to the original work session without losing the work in progress).
- Side-by-side viewing of active order lists and any system-maintained order list (e.g., a standard order set, personal favorites list, or critical path order set).
- Alignment of orders by department while in side-by-side view.
- Switching between applications on the same display without exiting order functions.
- Utilization of all functions via either keyboard or mouse.
- Forward and backward navigation anywhere in the application.
- Access to the Internet from anywhere in the orders application.
- Access from multiple locations (e.g., sign-on, viewing, data entry, and verification at clinical or remote location).
- Order entry with minimal (<3) screen flips and user definition of defaulted fields.

**CPOE Medication Order Processing**
- Ability to return user to previous screen.
- Online access to error message documentation.
- Hospital-defined error messages.
- Ability to audit and track all errors and alerts.
- Robust search functionality available from all screens.
- Support for coding all diagnoses, tests, and procedures with institutional, departmental, and user-definable subsets of preferred terms (e.g., the appropriate edition of the International Classification of Diseases,55 SnoMed CT,56 or others).
- Ability to establish cross-references for tests or procedures, including:
  - Information regarding the name of a procedure or test (i.e., the ability to use alternate names for a procedure).
  - Information regarding indications for, execution of, cost of, and medical literature pertinent to a procedure.
  - Diagnosis codes that can be restricted based on type of exam or test.
  - Diagnosis code restrictions that staff can override by direct entry of the code or access to full table for lookup.
  - Ability to enter a diagnosis code along with reason for exam.
  - Ability to maintain orders online for the duration of the patient stay and to display the status of the orders (e.g., open, in process, completed, scheduled to expire, expired) during order inquiry.
  - Ability to store, display, and print patient test instructions as well as preparation instructions for the order.
- Ability to perform global set-up changes (i.e., changes to a master file table element can be optionally set to automatically populate all relevant items throughout the table).
- Ability to update patient service and physician(s).
- Ability to clearly note, flag and color-code order status.
- Option to have active orders remain visible on the same screen while writing new orders.
- Ability to view all orders, including stopped and interrupted (partially entered) orders.
- Automatic assignment of unique order identification numbers used in mapping to other systems, with the order identification number large enough, or based on an algorithm, so that such numbers are not repeated within 5 years.
- Ability to retain multiple order numbers or other unique identifiers from other systems.
- Option to manually update order status, with the ability to restrict such updates to specific order items or specific users or user classes.
- Ability to create user-defined order status.
- One-step cancel/reorder process.
- Discontinue, discontinue/renew, cancel occurrence, and hold order functions.
- Automatic calculations.
- Option to input order information using free text.
- Ability to search for, track, and audit free text orders.
- Ability to drill down for detail from every screen.
- Ability to drill down to the following during the order entry process:
  - Medication and doses, since initial orders include suspended and discontinued orders.
  - Termination date and time of current orders.
  - Allergies (coded).
  - Patient diagnoses (coded).
  - Demographic information.
  - Visit information (medical).
  - Physicians responsible for the patient (resident, attending, and consultant physicians, at a minimum).
  - Active and completed orders with dates and times.
  - Patient location and service.
- Modules with data specific to clinical specialties, including sets for reporting results, CDS, and order sets.
Whether all orders must be reviewed by a pharmacist before they are active or posted to the MAR.

If the answer to the above question is yes, the process in which the organization will handle urgent medications that are administered before pharmacist review.

Should the CPOE system have some medications on override for urgent use? Are these medications always on override or are there alternative methods for ordering them?

Does the pharmacy have sufficient staff to deal with the volume of orders? Pharmacy will potentially see all changes, i.v. fluid orders, discontinuation orders, and titration orders. Design considerations will need to address the disposition of the orders prior to implementation.

If a prescriber enters and then changes an order, how are those two orders reconciled into one order?

How does the system handle an order by a physician assistant or student that requires a co-signature before becoming active?

Do hold orders need a defined duration to be accepted? Do these orders automatically discontinue if on hold for a certain amount of time?

Except in urgent situations as described by the Joint Commission, a pharmacist should verify every medication order prior to drug dispensing and administration. Once verified by a pharmacist, the order should populate the pharmacy computer system, generate labels and other items necessary for dispensing, release the drug in the automated dispensing device (if applicable), and populate the eMAR as an active order. The order should be available to the eMAR as soon as it is placed, but it should be clear to the nurse whether the pharmacist has verified the order or not.

**Order History.** The CPOE system should permit viewing of orders from all previous patient encounters regardless of enterprise location, setting, or patient status. The system should be capable of storing and retrieving previous patient order lists and sorting, reporting, and printing patient order lists by date and date range, setting, patient status (e.g., discharge), service, department, and provider.

The system should allow pharmacists to maintain eMARS and permit online updates, provide online capability to automatically generate a hard copy of eMARS for downtime back-up, provide the ability to display and/or print patient medication profiles or eMARS on demand or at a specified time, and include the ability to have multiple formats that are definable by systems-level staff.

**Documentation in the eMAR.** The CPOE system should seamlessly build the eMAR from orders in real time. Some institutions may want medication administration time changes to be modifiable from the eMAR, and the eMAR may have a bi-directional interface to the pharmacy information system (if it is not an integrated system). The system should provide the ability to enable bar-code medication documentation. Pharmacist order validation should automatically update the eMAR. The pharmacy and nursing departments should work together to ensure that the eMAR is designed to be readable and user-friendly from the nurse’s perspective. Pharmacists and nurses should have the ability to add or delete patient allergies, enter special instructions, change administration times, and place medication orders on or remove them from hold or conditional status. Changes made to administration times in the eMAR should back-populate the CPOE and pharmacy information systems.

**Medication Orderable Design and Build Considerations**

The design and build of the medication orderables are key tasks in implementing the CPOE system. Care should be taken in designing and building the formulary or formularies, as well as the standard orders and order sets that are built from the formulary. The pharmacy department must have direct involvement in this task.

The CPOE formulary cannot be simply a copy of the pharmacy inventory. Prescribers need to have the orderables constructed to match how they order medications (therapeutic entity), rather than how the pharmacy maintains medication inventory (dosage form/product). In addition, care must be exercised when deciding on the default dose, frequency, and route values for items that will be displayed to the prescriber and in developing the construction of standard orders. Medication errors can result from a hurried prescriber accepting the default that he or she assumes must be correct. The CPOE system should be able to generate formulary lists by generic name, trade name, and dosage form.

The CPOE system should allow routine online updating of the formulary and clinical checks of information without system functionality downtime. The system should provide authorized personnel the ability to maintain and display the formulary with pertinent data (e.g., formulary code, generic name, trade name, national drug code [NDC], or American Hospital Formulary Service [AHFS] number), while limiting access to certain formulary data by role. The CPOE system should include the ability to identify whether an i.v. with a medication additive is to be handled as a large-volume i.v. or as a small-volume i.v. for appropriate handling within the pharmacy department for compounding and dispensing. The system should allow the ability to make changes to the medication identifier (NDC or RxNorm identifier), communicate those changes to other systems, and receive changes from other systems.

**Build Considerations**

IT analysts design and build the system from documents or order sets reviewed and approved by the multidisciplinary group. Standard IT processes should be followed, beginning with the design phase. Once the design has been approved, IT staff should build the system in a test environment. A test environment protects from mishaps in the live (or “production”) environment. It is important for the test environment to match the production environment so that testers get a true feel for how the build will work and interact. IT staff should meet with nursing and pharmacy throughout building and testing phases to resolve any issues that may arise.

After the builder is satisfied that the requested build or order set is complete, the builder should then develop a testing plan. The builder should work through the test plan initially and sign off when the build works as designed.

Next, pharmacy and nursing should perform testing. This testing should involve patient scenarios throughout
the patient’s visit. Pharmacy is integral to this process and should ensure proper medication management and workflow. When the build passes pharmacy and nursing testing, physicians should review, test, and sign off.

When all aspects have been tested and fixed, and any necessary education is completed, the build may be moved to production. Follow-up is critical to ensure the build meets the needs of providers and is not adversely affecting ancillary staff. A mechanism to report issues quickly must be established, so that the implementation team can investigate and resolve them. The CPOE group should maintain reports of problems and review those lists for recurrent issues. Providing feedback and updates to the persons reporting problems is vital to progression of the project. Clinicians need to know they have been heard and resolution is being sought.

**Dependent or Joined Orders.** Support for dependent or joined orders is important in the case of i.v. medications and the diluent used for administration, two drugs to be taken together, or a drug and a measurement requirement (e.g., digoxin and pulse rate). The CPOE system needs to make it easy for the prescriber to order these types of formulary items. The system should be flexible enough for the prescriber to select the drug form and size or indicate the diluent for an i.v. piggy-back when ordering if so desired or to allow these choices to be made once the order reaches the pharmacy system.

**Order Sets.** Requiring providers to use a CPOE system requires a change in workflow, and many fear it may increase the time clinicians spend processing orders. Configuring pre-constructed order sentences and order sets prior to implementing CPOE may increase speed, accuracy, and acceptability of CPOE. Careful deliberation is needed prior to the creation of CPOE order sets, including consideration of how order sets are currently developed and revised (e.g., by department or by individual practitioners), what the process to propose and review order sets is, and what level of medical oversight is in place for order set development and use. It is also important to understand ordering patterns when developing order sets for use by clinicians. Many organizations use this opportunity to improve and standardize across important aspects of care, such as post-operative nausea and vomiting or pain management, as well as move to evidence-based order sets from their legacy order sets.

The system should permit development of specific admission pathways (e.g., order sets capable of including any type of order and intervention) and integrate with data documented elsewhere in the EHR (e.g., medical histories, medication lists, laboratory results, diagnostic images, clinical documentation, progress notes, narrative summaries [such as operative reports or consultations]). Order set availability should be limitable by user, user role, location, service, or patient status or diagnosis. The system should permit an unlimited number of orders within an order set and an unlimited number of order sets within departments, across departments, and with user-definable time parameters. Order sets can include nursing orders, tests, and medications, and should include appropriate laboratory tests at appropriate intervals to assist in monitoring therapy. Though many systems allow users to create and save their own order sets in a favorites list, this flexibility needs to be weighed against the desire to standardize care by allowing hospital-based order sets only. Discontinuation of an order set should trigger the automatic ability to review, edit, or discontinue all linked orders.

Because the CPOE system may permit initiation of standard order sets with a single action (mouse click, keyboard stroke, etc.), order sets’ ease of use may lead to inappropriate or excess medications being ordered. Order sets should be allowed to include linked orders, but orders grouped in a standard order set need not be linked. The institution should decide whether all orders in the set are going to be active once they are signed or if prescribers are required to actively check and click on each medication before signing.

The CPOE system should require designation of an owner (i.e., department, service, person, or role) for each order set. CPOE order sets should be reviewed on a periodic basis for therapy updates. Item and service maintenance should be performed at the departmental level, with updates in item or service definition flagged for review by the owner of the standard order set containing that item or service (i.e., the change triggers a report that the order set requires review). The CPOE system should support restriction of departmental or service standard order set creation or editing by role or individual.

The CPOE system should support standard order set maintenance and review by

- Grouping order sets by department/service,
- Dating the creation and review of order sets,
- Providing periodic (user-defined intervals or dates, or as-needed) reporting of standard order sets that require review by owner (department, service, person, or role), and
- Permitting global changes.

**Critical Pathways and Protocol Order Sets.** Critical pathways and paper-based order sets, a very basic form of CDS already widely used in hospitals, provide a starting point in efforts to standardize care and improve quality and safety through the CPOE system. With the implementation of evidence-based order sets, organizations can provide the prescriber with a direct link to the electronic literature supporting the recommended practice. The work of synthesizing and classifying the available evidence is done by organizations such as the National Guideline Clearinghouse and the Cochrane Database of Systematic Reviews. Organizations may incorporate these guidelines into electronic order sets and critical pathways, in addition to providing the link to give prescribers point-of-care access to the evidence-based literature at the time of order entry.

The CPOE system should support all functions listed under general order sets for critical pathways and protocol order sets. The system should provide a default set of protocols that are available by service and physician and a default set of protocols that are restricted by location. The CPOE system should include an alert system for orders not completed within user-defined time parameters or time parameters required by critical paths or research protocol.

**Medication Order Linking.** The CPOE system should include the ability to identify orders as linked and sequential or mutually exclusive or time offset, and to specify intervals, as well as cascade changes in future orders to maintain sequence and timing. It should permit an order stop to automatically bring up any linked orders for re-verification, with
the default being to cancel unless re-verified. The system should provide automatic re-sequencing of future orders if any item identified as sequential is moved on the timeline, and it should permit linked orders (i.e., reflexive occurrences that trigger other procedures) that cascade through multiple levels.

**Favorites Lists.** The CPOE system should permit use of favorites lists by individual user that may include orders for multiple departments (e.g., laboratory, pharmacy, radiology). The system should provide default components of medication prescribing ("Sigs"), such as dose route frequency, and length of order, that are user-definable at the nursing unit level and that have discharge orders or discharge worksheet functionality. The system should provide default Sigs and permit users to save favorite Sigs in user favorites. Users should be able to create favorites lists that include orders from multiple departments on one list. Favorites lists should be fully editable on an ad hoc basis for an active order session, and user-specific favorites lists should be editable by the user. Users should be able to designate any order list as a favorite and may name or rename the list ad hoc (i.e., the save function automatically prompts for name, defaulting to the existing name if available). There should be an option to save an order list as a favorite, either as a new favorite or as a replacement for an existing favorite; that option should be available during any ordering session. Favorites lists should be allowed to contain ordering details that default into the order, and default details should be editable and replaceable during order entry. The CPOE system should support context-specific favorites lists by user, nursing unit, service, and diagnosis, and by combinations of user and diagnosis or by combinations of user, diagnosis, and setting (e.g., outpatient, inpatient). User favorites lists should be copied and shared easily, and the system should allow favorites lists to be built by opening and then editing standard order sets and saving as a favorite. Favorites lists may also include reminders. The system should permit review of favorites lists.

**Pharmacy Department Considerations**

The ideal CPOE system will have to be integrated with or have a fully functional bi-directional interface with the hospital’s pharmacy computer system so that orders entered or modified in one system will populate fields in the other system, avoiding the need for dual order entry. The bi-directional feature of an interface is important because it prevents potentially dangerous discrepancies between data in the pharmacy and EHR systems and removes the transcription step of the medication-use process. In addition, if the distribution and administration components of medication management are not linked, then documentation and billing will not be either, causing more opportunities for error and audit problems.

In their day-to-day interaction with the CPOE system, pharmacists should be working primarily in the pharmacy system, which has all relevant patient information fully integrated with the EHR and CPOE module. The pharmacist’s roles include verifying all orders, reviewing and responding to alerts, and clinical monitoring of the patient. The pharmacist should have security privileges to enter and modify orders under protocol (such as formulary or formulation changes). The pharmacist should see all orders within a particular group of orders so that they can see the context in which each individual drug order was prescribed. Additionally, any functionality to help the pharmacist prioritize the review and approval of orders will improve the care of patients.

Pharmacists should receive and work with orders electronically in a queue. Patients with stat orders should appear at the top of the list and be clearly differentiated from less urgent orders. Pharmacists should have the ability to screen their view of orders based on the nursing units they are responsible for on a given shift. At no time should a pharmacist be able to view orders for more than one patient at the same time.

When working with paper orders, pharmacists often gain insight into the medication orders from the context of the surrounding patient care orders. CPOE systems should preserve that context so that pharmacists can view an order in terms of the other therapies, tests, nutrition, and nursing care surrounding it.

**Communication Among Departments**

The CPOE system should allow for notification of clinicians for pending orders needing signature via e-mail, pager, text message, or inbox message. Pharmacist order notification should be allowed via printout, work queue, e-mail message, system message, or pager. The default method for receiving notification of orders should be definable by the department or service, and the system should support special notification methods for specific services or items different from the departmental or service default, without affecting summary reporting by department. Users should be able to print orders to alternate locations and to send messages, orders, and alerts to additional departments (including information about scheduling and priority of orders) as a single order is being entered or completed. The CPOE system should have an option that order placement generates user-defined worklists. The system should also provide the ability to e-mail patient and preparation instructions and to reference on-call lists.

**Education and Training of Health Care Providers**

The rate of adoption of the new CPOE system may be directly linked to the extent of training provided to users prior to and during the implementation. One cannot spend too much time training users, as the change the new system entails will be overwhelming. This training can be in the form of formal classroom training, local expert training, or “at-the-elbow” support and training (the type of training typically most welcomed by physicians) during implementation. Organizations may find the most success in using a combination of all three. The more familiar the users are with the system at the time of implementation, the easier the transition will be.

The facility should train and employ a group of prescriber “super users.” These users will support the go-live, help the institution refine the CPOE system to be as efficient as possible, and serve as liaisons and CPOE champions to the other members of the medical staff. There should be ongoing, open dialogue with leadership and medical staff members to continually improve the system.
Each training session should be geared toward the type of user, since utilization will differ by clinician type (e.g., physician, respiratory therapist, nurse, pharmacist, laboratory technician). The initial training of users is important, but ongoing training for new users, changes in programming, and functionality require that training be given a high priority after transition to the new system.

Overview of System. The initial introduction to the system should familiarize the user with the layout of the system. It should review toolbars and menus of each application. The first glimpse should include any definitions that are new or to which meanings may be different from the current process.

Accessing Data. This section of training should familiarize the user with the various methods for accessing data. It should provide information on sorting and filtering data. Because access to data will vary based upon the type of user, separating different user types for training purposes at this stage may be beneficial, and this is a good time to discuss security and privileges.

Documenting Information. This section should teach users how to document information pertinent to their practices. These tasks would include adding basic patient information and documentation onto flow sheets, as well as clinical progress notes.

Orders. The training sessions on medication orders will be the most comprehensive. Some users will be limited to ordering tests or procedures specific to their practices. Physicians, nurses, and pharmacists, however, will spend a large percentage of their time in the CPOE system working with orders. Time should be taken to demonstrate each type of order. After the demonstration, users should practice working with all types of orders that they may process in various scenarios. Though documented information may be sparse in test domains, practicing with realistic patient scenarios will provide the best training results and prepare the user for success when using the live CPOE system.

Pilot Project. A pilot with a defined scope is advisable at the beginning of the implementation phase. Organizers should consider the length of the pilot, which patients will be included, what the objectives of the pilot are (i.e., testing system performance, workflow, completeness of ordering), and what happens at the conclusion of the pilot (e.g., more programming, more testing, another pilot, or live rollout). Consideration should be given to type of prescriber/practitioner, order types and number of patient transfers into or out of pilot test area as well as flow of patient information to non-pilot areas. Because user feedback is a valuable objective of the pilot, organizers should develop and use a formal evaluation tool for the pilot clinicians. A time analysis should be performed, comparing how long it takes the pharmacy to process orders with the CPOE system versus their previous workflow. If the time analysis demonstrates a negative impact on workload, the facility may consider making appropriate staffing adjustments. These adjustments will vary, based on the percentage of orders directly entered by the prescriber, and should be continually assessed. True final measurement of process performance capabilities will likely not be realized until implementation processes have been completed and stabilized. A time analysis should also be performed comparing how long it takes CPOE-trained nursing staff to administer and document medications in the CPOE system versus the manual system. This analysis should determine whether time is saved by eliminating manual transcription of orders and manual development and maintenance of MARs. If the time analysis demonstrates a negative impact on workload, the facility should make appropriate staffing adjustments. These adjustments will vary, based on the percentage of orders directly entered by the prescriber, and should be continually assessed.

Conclusion

These guidelines provide guidance to pharmacists in hospitals and health systems on planning for and implementing safe CPOE systems. Pharmacists should utilize their unique knowledge and skills as part of the interdisciplinary CPOE planning and implementation team. Participation by pharmacists is critical in defining the vision, goals, and objectives of the CPOE system; establishing essential metrics to measure the success of CPOE system implementation; re-engineering the medication-use process as part of CPOE system implementation; determining the functionality that ensures the safety of the CPOE system; planning for CDS; and educating and training health care providers to use the CPOE system. Finally, for optimal benefits to patients, organizations should realize that the implementation is merely the beginning and that pharmacists should continue to take a central role in ongoing system optimization and continued CDS implementation.
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**Appendix—Glossary of Terms and Abbreviations**

**Adverse drug event (ADE):** ASHP defines a significant ADE as any unexpected, unintended, undesired, or excessive response to a drug that
1. Requires discontinuing the drug (therapeutic or diagnostic),
2. Requires changing the drug therapy,
3. Requires modifying the dose (except for minor dosage adjustments),
4. Necessitates admission to a hospital,
5. Prolongs stay in a health care facility,
6. Necessitates supportive treatment,
7. Significantly complicates diagnosis,
8. Negatively affects prognosis, or
9. Results in temporary or permanent harm, disability, or death.

**Bar-code-assisted medication administration (BCMA):** A methodology involving the use of scanners and software to verify all medications electronically before they are administered to patients. These systems may also document the medication in the eMAR.

**Clinical decision support (CDS):** Clinical decision support systems are interactive computer programs or other tools, which are designed to assist physicians and other health professionals with decision making tasks usually at the point of care.

**Computerized provider-order-entry; alternatively, computerized prescriber-order-entry (CPOE):** An electronic system that health care professionals can use to enter drug, treatment, and test orders and transmit the orders directly to the department responsible for fulfilling the order.

**e-iatrogenesis:** Patient harm caused at least in part by the application of health information technology including but not limited to the systems and/or the design and implementation of the system.

**Electronic health record (EHR):** An electronic record of health-related information on an individual that conforms to nationally recognized interoperability standards and that can be created, managed, and consulted by authorized clinicians and staff across more than one health care organization.

**Electronic medication administration record (EMAR):** A version of the medication administration record viewable online and not printed.

**Electronic medical record (EMR):** An electronic record of health-related information on an individual that can be created, gathered, managed, and consulted by authorized clinicians and staff within one health care organization.

**Enterprise information system:** Broader system that integrates clinical systems such as an EHR and business systems such as a scheduling and/or financial systems and quality reporting systems.

**Leadership:** Within a health-system, leadership may address three leadership groups: The governing body, the chief executive and other senior managers, and the leaders of the licensed independent practitioners.

**Legal medical record (LMR):** The legal health record is the documentation of health care services provided to an
individual during any aspect of health care delivery in any
type of health care organization. It is consumer or patient-
centric. The legal health record contains individually
identifiable data, stored on any medium, and collected and
directly used in documenting health care or health status.

**National drug code (NDC):** A universal 11-digit product
identifier used in the United States for drugs intended
for human use. The Drug Listing Act of 1972 requires
registered drug establishments to provide the Food and
Drug Administration (FDA) with a current list of all drugs
manufactured, prepared, propagated, compounded, or
processed by it for commercial distribution.

**Orderable:** An authoritative direction or instruction from
a prescriber to perform a task (e.g., a radiology test or
administer a medication or treatment).

**Medication administration record (MAR):** Medication
administration record usually handwritten or printed from
an electronic pharmacy information system.

**Personal health record (PHR):** An electronic record of
health-related information on an individual that conforms
to nationally recognized interoperability standards and
that can be drawn from multiple sources while being man-
aged, shared, and controlled by the individual.

**RxNorm:** RxNorm is a standardized nomenclature for clini-
cal drugs and drug delivery devices and is produced by the
National Library of Medicine.

**Sponsorship:** An identified executive or clinical leader who
assumes responsibility for another person or a group dur-
ing a period of project planning implementation follow-
up.

**Systematized nomenclature of medicine (SNOMed):**
A multiaxial, hierarchical classification system. As in any
such system, a disease may be located in a body organ,
which results in a code in a topography axis and may lead
to morphological alterations represented by a morphology
code.

**Workflow:** The flow or progress of work done by a com-
pany, industry, department, or person.

---
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